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2021 update
Model Boat Sale
Safety
F600B Build 202

Fast Electrics
• F/E Spring 2021
• F600Bs
• Drive configurations

Tug Towing
• Upgraded buoy laying tug

Upgraded and revised buoy laying and rescue tug stored
and ready for use. See ‘Tug Towing’

Yachting

Chairman’s Corner by Tony Simons

• 2021 Sailing and Some light
relief.

Dates for your diary
• Sun 4th April
Round 0
Yachting
10am > 1pm
Checking out Fiestas, Victorias
and DF65s. Trying different
courses & maybe some
practice races.
1pm >4pm
HANDICAP Any yacht can take
part in activities similar to the
mornin
• Wed 7th April
10am > 2pm
Saga Sailing
All boats Welcom
• Sat 10th April
Round 0
Scale
10am >1pm
Tune up, trial of new course,
free sailing & competitio

.
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• Sat 10th April
Round 0
Tug Towing
1pm > 4pm
up, trial of new course, free
sailing & competitio

As I write the freedom to go out to play is returning and there is
no better place than being by the water skilfully navigating your
boat in the company of like-minded people especially if the
weather is warm with a light breeze
I note John has already opened for business offering a sailing
tune up on April 4th, let's hope the weather is kind. The calendar
of events is now active, April will be tune up instead of March.
Saturdays may be available in lieu of Sundays this year but while
our host Hi5 don’t expect to use the area of the lake we use it
may be subject to change. They have a business to run and we
must respect that
Model Boat Sal
On April 24th Max will be at the barn from 10am for boat sales.
The rule of six will probably still apply so anyone who would like
to attend needs to arrange a time slot with Max. (contact details
from Tony or Dave
Safet
I have been running through Health and Safety issues relating to
our club: Sorry but today it is all about “Zero harm” and “Go
home safely” at the end of the day, all very laudable aims
We have a standing policy of always having two members
present as a minimum because we are out of sight of Hi5 and
their customers if you had a mishap on your own! I am sure I
don’t need to paint the picture
Use of the pontoon: I am aware some members, for various
reasons are not comfortable walking on something that moves
under the feet, if so, please ask another member to launch/
recover your model. Because of the wide variance in the water

 


Saga Sailing
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• Sailing in 2021
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level it is dif cult to build a xed platform. The existing wooden
platform is under water in the winter and sticks out quite a
distance at the end of a dry summer

• Sun 18th April
Round 0
Yachting Checking out DF95s.
Trying different courses & maybe
some practice races. 10am >1pm
As above OIM
1pm > 4p

The wave breaker is no longer in place so do watch out for boat
wash if using the pontoon. It is safest not be on the pontoon if
large waves are approaching. Most of this comes from boats
transiting for refuelling and surprisingly one at low speed creates
more wash than at high speed. Hi5 have offered to look at the
best way of minimising wash when we are present

• Sat 24th April
Round 0
F/E
10am > 4pm
Club500, F600B, Wacky Races,
Mono 1 & Run What Ya Brung.
Free sailing, tune up, testing,
advice & familiarisation

Use of the rescue dinghy: It is available for all members and
wearing of a life jacket is required. There is a selection of sizes
stored inside the storage unit on the right as you enter

• Sun 9th May
Round 1
Yachting
Fiesta/Victoria
10am > 1pm
Handicap (Any yacht) 1pm > 4pm

If you are not skilled in the use of rowing dinghies, or have
problems getting in/out of the boat, please ask someone who is
comfortable with the dinghy to affect the rescue. If Hi5 are
operating ask them if they can recover your boat if there is no
other recourse. Please don’t become a casualty yourself

• Sat 15th May
Round 1
Scale
10am > 1pm
Free sailing & competition

If members have used the rescue dinghy but can’t safely recover
it back onto the bank, please chain it to something secure and let
one of the committee know so that a recovery can be arranged

• Sat 15th May
Round 1
Tug Towing
1pm > 4pm
Free sailing & competitio
• Sun 23rd May
Yachting DF95
IOM

There is a model tug that is used for buoy deployment which will
be in the storage unit with a battery that just needs connecting. It
can be used to recover errant models, but it needs a little
knowledge and practice. Please spend a few minutes with myself
or a member who can show how make it ready for use and
please practice a rescue

Round 1
10am > 1pm
1pm > 4p

• Sat 29th May
Round 1
F/E
10am > 4pm
Club500, F600B, Wacky Races,
Mono 1 & Run What Ya Brun

F600B Build 202
I have inserted some pictures of the manufacture of the latest
batch of 4 new F600Bs which will be with Dave soon for him to
complete

• Sun 6th June
Round 2
Yachting
Fiesta/Victoria
10am > 1pm
Handicap (Any yacht) 1pm > 4p

History: In 2011 our club raced Club 500s and was just starting
to get interested in the faster electric boats Dave Parker races,
we of less dexterity controlling very fast boats, sought something
a little faster than the Club500. Dave brought to a racing meeting
three possible contender boats for our thoughts, it was a fairly
quick decision to go for the hull designed by a member of the
“South West Association of Model Boat Clubs” as it looked sleek
and fast, is self righting and Dave had already spotted potential
for development

• Sat 12th June
Round 2
Scale
10am > 1pm
Free sailing & competitio
• Sat 12th June
Round 2
Tug Towing
1pm > 4pm
Free sailing & competitio
• Sun 20th June
Yachting DF95
IOM

Round 2
10am > 1pm
1pm > 4p

They had a small team who took the vacuum formed parts, cut
them and assembled them to ensure uniformity of build but their
choice of motor gave about the same speed as a Club 500.

• Sat 29th June
Round 2
F/E
10am > 4pm
Club500, F600B, Wacky Races,
Mono 1 & Run What Ya Brung

Dave applied his knowledge of building winning racing boats to
what was to become the F600. Most components were sourced
from “Graupner Models” to ensure long term continuity of parts.
The company had existed for many years with a very wide range
of products and were very well known by modellers world wide
A prototype was built, tested and approved by potential new
owners
In the rst months of 2012 fteen sets of mouldings were ordered
from Sarik Models using a mould kindly loaned by SWAMBC.
The mould had issues but Sarik Models made a new one and
produced the Vacuum formed sheets

.
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All this took time and I remember time was rushing by and Ian
Hughes volunteered to drive to Portsmouth to pick up the new
mouldings

Trading Post

We decided to form a small team to build the F600’s Ian Hughes
(Then Chairman and outstanding modeller) cut out all the parts
from the vacuum formed sheets.

Trading Post is an area of
Voice Pipe where members
can advertise their model
paraphernalia. So if you have
any you would like to sell,
swap, buy or just want
something send contact
details, brief description

An original uncut vac formed sheet in
ABS. Faux engine/hatch covers and
decks cut out prior to strengthening &
assembly.

and a picture if possible to:parker42@btinternet.com

Good home wanted for these two
models. The MTB is nippy. Any
reasonable offers considered

We had chosen to have ABS plastic but,
unlike polystyrene it has to be cut all the way through, and won’t
part if only partially cut. He sourced pilot heads and worked out a
way of mounting them, and when ready, joined the hulls to the
deck, made sure the canopy’s tted etc.
Dave tted the electrics and water cooling etc.
I took on making an aluminium bulkhead to mount the motor on
because it is stronger than plywood, won’t rot, lighter and stiffer.

Four bulkheads have been marked out, centre motor holes
drilled, mandrills for centering the motors have been made &
checked for t. The motor mounting holes were drilled to t the
fallen headed M3 bolts. 6 Holes for grommets were drilled &
grommets tted. Guillotine out the individual pieces, bend the
top to stiffen, drill 4mm holes along edges to be glued in
Contact Peter Shank
e-mail p.shanks1@btinternet.com
or Tel: 0136724217
Robbe Comtesse For Sale

I also fabricated an aluminium servo mount for the steering, turn
ns and plastic reinforcement block to support the rudder
assembly

A piece of engineering plastic 35mm wide has had slots milled
in to reduce the height at the battery end of this support.
Individual blocks are then sawn from the length, the bottom is
vee'd to match the shape of the hull using a rasp and an 8mm
hole is drilled to accept the rudder tube.
I learnt a lot about small boat building and the exacting
standards Dave required to produce the envisaged result
The coupling between motor and prop shaft was out-sourced to
“The Component Shop” who made them to our speci cation
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A few weeks later a eet of F600’s were racing at Beale Park
between the Club 500 races. All who tried them agreed they
ful lled the speed gap between the Club 500 and the faster
boats, handled differently to the Club 500, and required more
concentration to drive particularly when cornering
However, it wasn’t long before more motors were required, but
now Graupner had stopped trading. Eventually after many
months a Chinese company bought them and rationalised the
range of model making products. Unfortunately our motors were
lost in this rationalisation.
F600 Mk2 was born. ( now the F600B
Dave reviewed the situation and suggested we try a brushless
motor in part as they are more ef cient but it was an opportunity
to put a slightly more powerful motor in, to lift the hull
performance, as the design still had more potential for speed

Radio & other accessories included
Any reasonable offer considered.
Contact Richar
e-mail: richardnatkinson@aol.com

After trialling motors, a decision was made but “Hobby King” now
didn’t have any of the motors in stock or know when/if there
would be another production run. After more trials a nearest
equivalent motor was selected and enough were purchased to
re t the eet. Speed controllers had to be changed and while
rebuilding the prop shaft assemblies were changed to
assemblies with tighter tolerances and scintered bearings, made
in house and supplied by “SHG Models”. The motor coupling
was changed to an in house design made in house from
aluminium with excess material removed to reduce mass

Caldercraft Joffre Tug Kit
Partly built ( superstructure needs
nishing

The new motor had cooling ns but they were not effective in our
application, the heat wasn’t transferring to the cooling coils.
Eventually a heat conducting grease was sourced from the
electronics industry and this solved the problem
However, despite future proo ng by purchasing more motors
than required “Hobby King” again couldn’t tell us when/if there
would be another production run
Back to drawing on Dave’s knowledge of brushless motors, an
equivalent was trialled and paced against existing F600B boats,
all was good again

Free to a good home where it can
be completed, sailed & enjoyed
Contact Dave Parke
Email: parker42@btinternet.com

Water jackets have been tted to the motors. 4 Mandrils to
centre the motor in the bulkhead. Prop tubes shortened,
and machined, top oating bearings also machined. Prop
shafts laying at the bottom of the box. The prop tubes have
sintered bronze bearings as per the last issue
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Having selected a motor I purchased several while available,
four of these are tted in this years production and one has been
in my boat for the previous year. Not trusting “Hobby King” I
have just purchased four more motors to ensure availability for
new builds and maintaining older boats, Dave has sourced
replacement bearings for our brushless motors and has
refurbished a couple of motors one of them belonging to my
boat. (Dry your boat after a race meeting and lubricate the motor
bearings) as well as the usual removing the prop shaft to dry
and lubricate the bearings

Club Contacts - Your
Committee

Apart from the motor supply issue the F600B has been
successful and I haven’t had any problems with grooving of the
prop shaft in the bearings, or wear in the bearings. After a tip
from a member who used to win by a large margin, he used
GT800 PTFE spray on lubricant. I and many have used it or
variants by other manufacturers to the lubricate bearings. The
prop shaft scintered bearings will retain the lubricant applied to
them

Chairman & Tug Leader
Tony Simons
Tel: 07747 642234
Email: tony406@btinternet.com

You could be forgiven for thinking this has been a lot of trouble
to produce an in club design so why not buy something off the
shelf. This was considered but not many commercial models will
stand the rigours of racing and are around for more than a
couple of years. Availability of spares becomes important and
can be dif cult even when still in production and rarely are all
components available
Some of our boats are now ten years old, but still race as
intended and despite the challenges locating motors all parts are
available mostly held in house. The prototype remains in service
as a ‘Have A Go’ model and is used to trial any upgrades or
modi cations before making changes in the eet
That’s enough from me, I hope to see you all lake side this
summer hopefully with good weather

Club Secretary, Voice Pipe
Editor & Fast Electrics Leader
Dave Parker
Tel: 0118 9700162
Email: parker42@btinternet.com

Ton
Fast Electrics by Dave Parker
F/E in 202
Unfortunately because of Covid restrictions we have not been
able to run our usually pre-championship meeting to familiarise
ourselves with racing on a new course at the new venue. We
would normally have used this meeting to set up and test our
boats as well as get some practice. The plan is to move these
activities to Saturday 24th April and reduce the F/E
championships by one round to six instead of seven
If all goes to plan in the 24th April will still be restricted by social
distancing and ‘the rule of six’ so you will need to book your
place with Tony who will be in charge
From the May 29th meeting onwards I hope there will be no
restrictions and that I can get back to running the meetings and
having some fun racing. I look forward to some fun & games
particularly in the new Mono 1 category
New F600B
Tony has by far the most work to do but when he passes them to
me there will be the water cooling, safety loop, rudder, steering
servo, electrical wiring and ESC to set up and t. I will test
everything is working correctly and gather everything together
for passing to the new owners

Club Treasurer
Peter Butler

Email:
ox119py.mtmbc@gmail.com
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They will need to provide their own Tx. Rx. and drive batteries
which are speci ed in the rules. They will need the Tamiya
connectors changing to 4mm. If anyone doesn’t have the means
to do this I will happily change the connectors for you.

Club Contacts - Your
Committee

F/E drive con guration
The job of any Fast Electric drive system is to transfer the
rotational motion of the motor shaft to the propeller as ef ciently
as possible. Traditionally exible drive shafts have been used in
surface drive boats and solid shafts in sub surface drive boats
This is still the case today but the advent of small diameter, high
power, brushless motors has allowed for a variety of options on
both surface and sub surface drive con gurations.
Surface driv
The propeller is perpendicular to the water surface so all
available thrust is used to push the boat forward. Hydrodynamic
lift is generated by the shape of the hull in forward motion. The
propeller is located behind the transom and the boss is parallel
to, and level with, the water surface and the planing surfaces of
the hull. When the hull is planing only the bottom half of the
propeller is in the water giving the characteristic rooster tail spray
of water behind the boat. At full speed a minimum of the hull and
rudder are in contact with the water making this the fastest
con guration but stability, cornering and handling are no where
near as good as sub surface drive hulls
Sub-surface driv
This is a more conventional model boat arrangement with a solid
drive shaft in a straight tube with bearings at each end. The
whole of the propeller is submerged underneath, and within the
footprint, of the hull. Because of this arrangement the prop shaft
has to be installed at an angle. Lift is generated along the angle
of the prop shaft and so not all available thrust is used to push
the boat forward. Some hydrodynamic lift is also generated by
the shape of the hull in forward motion
Part of the prop shaft assembly (Skeg, tube, shaft, bottom
bearing & prop) and the rudder are all under water and create
drag that the power system needs to overcome. Sub-surface
drives generally have more of the hull in contact with the water
so top speed is slower than surface drive but acceleration out of
corners and handling is usually much better
Typical F/E drive systems - Solid Shafts
Solid Shafts are traditionally used in sub surface drives. A
Club500 employs a 5mm diameter shaft and 8 mm diameter
prop shaft tube set at quite a steep angle. This is ne for what
might be called a ‘sport boat’ but it has serious limitations for an
out and out racing boat. The steep angle means wasted thrust
lifting the hull out of the water and not driving it forward.

Yachting Leader
John Price
Tel: 0118 941 4766
Email: jetpipe@talktalk.net

Ladies & Associates Rep.
Janet Burch
Tel: 01635 34403
Email: janetburch5@gmail.com

Saga Sailing Co-ordinator
Alan Whitbread
Tel:07765 263718
Email:orsonkarte@btinternet.com

Club500 11mm wide skeg,
8mm dia tube, 5mm shaft,
xed top bearing & exible
coupling.
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Kukorelli Duke racing boat
1.6mm thick Skeg, 5mm
tube, 2mm shaft, oating top
bearing & solid coupling.
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The large diameter of the prop shaft tube & skeg housing
creates signi cant drag below the water line
If this set up was to be used at much higher revolutions there are
also likely to be problems with vibration of the shaft and chatter
in the bearings reducing ef ciency.
Slimmer shafts & tubes reduce hydrodynamic drag under the hull
and smaller bearings create less friction allowing higher
rotational speeds. Racing set ups tend to use a single bottom
bearing and either no top bearing or a free oating top bearing. A
solid coupling means that the motor bearings can act as the top
bearings. No top bearing, or a oating bearing, also helps to stop
the prop shaft exing between two xed points which would
happen at resonant frequencies between two xed bearings
Solid shafts are increasingly being used in surface drive boats.
Small diameter brushless motors mounted low in the hull allow

Club Contacts - Your
Committee

2mm dia solid shaft into a
4mm stub shaft which is ball
raced. The large dia of the
ally tube is not signi cant as
it remains above the water
line. It is tted with a solid
coupling & oating bearing.

Membership Secretary
Jeanette Hughes
membership.MTMBC@gmail.com

Club Contacts Volunteers

installation of long prop shafts at a very shallow angles so the
shaft can exit the transom close to the bottom of the ‘V’.
The boss of the prop can be set up to be in contact with the
water surface when it is level with the planing surfaces of the
hull. This shallow angle allows the propeller to be close to
perpendicular so almost all the thrust is available to push the hull
forward
Typical F/E drive systems - Flexi Shaft
Because a surface drive only requires the bottom half of the prop
to be in the water it is necessary for the prop shaft to exit the
transom at a level that will allow the hub of the prop to be parallel
with the planing surfaces of the hull and the water surface. The
shaft must exit close to the bottom of the V shape of the hull.
With the motor shaft sitting high in the hull it is necessary to have
a curved prop shaft tube and exible shaft in order to transfer the
rotational motion of the motor to the propeller. Hydrodynamic
drag is minimised because only the bottom of the propeller and

Webmaster
Chris Withey
Tel: 01264 362652
Email: chriswithey@sky.com

Flexi drive in an Ally & PTFE
lined tube with a 4mm dia stub
shaft in a ball raced strut.

The same ETTI drive system
set up as a parallel drive in a
sub surface drive hull.

the rudder are in the water when the boat is planing
Flexi shafts are usually made from multiple strands of hardened
steel wire spiral wrapped with more hardened steel wire. They
can be run in a bare brass tube but mostly they are run in brass
or aluminium tubes tted with a PTFE or Te on liner

.
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Typical F/E drive systems - Parallel Drive
This uses a exible drive to
place the propellor hub, on a
sub surface drive, parallel
with the direction of travel
and therefore reducing the
losses incurred lifting the hull
out of the water. The prop is
perpendicular to the water
A parallel drive in action in this surface but the arrangement
does nothing to reduce the
ECO Expert class race boat
hydrodynamic drag
Typical F/E drive systems - Flexi shaft with Stinge
A stinger houses the stub shaft and bearings behind the transom
in a surface drive
con guration. It is xed to the
transom where the prop shaft
exits. The angle relative to the
transom can be adjusted a
small amount which allows for
ne setting of the prop angle
with respect to the planing
surfaces of the hull. The
rotational motion of the motor
is transmitted by a exi shaft
Typical F/E drive systems - Wire driv
Wire drives are slim solid drive shafts that can be run straight or
with a slight bend one way. Traditionally made from piano wire
brazed into a stub shaft. They can be run in a tube or not
depending on application. They are favoured by Hydroplane
racers but can be used on surface or sub surface drive
con gurations

They're Back! Those wonderful
Church Bulletins! These sentences
actually appeared in church
bulletins or were announced at
church services
The Fasting & Prayer Conference
includes meals
Scouts are saving aluminium cans,
bottles and other items to be
recycled. Proceeds will be used to
cripple children
The sermon this morning: 'Jesus
Walks on the Water. 'The sermon
tonight: 'Searching for Jesus.'
Ladies, don't forget the rummage
sale. It's a chance to get rid of
those things not worth keeping
around the house. Bring your
husbands.
Don't let worry kill you off - let the
Church help.
Miss Charlene Mason sang 'I will
not pass this way again,' giving
obvious pleasure to the
congregation.
For those of you who have children
and don't know it, we have a
nursery downstairs.
Next Thursday there will be try-outs
for the choir. They need all the help
they can get.
Irving Benson and Jessie Carter
were married on October 24 in the
church. So ends a friendship that
began in their school days.
A bean supper will be held on
Tuesday evening in the church hall.
Music will follow..
At the evening service tonight, the
sermon topic will be 'What Is Hell?'
Come early and listen to our choir
practice.

Other less common systems include Steerable drives and Jet
drives but I have little experience of these and they are not
common in Fast Electric racing.
See you lakeside soo
Dave
Tug Towing by Tony Simons
Not a lot to say as we have all been stuck at home but we will
start tug towing on April 10th
For my part I have revisited the tug used for buoy laying/model
rescue after its tendency to roll over happened a second time
with a heavy anchor chain plus multiple failures of motors and
associated equipment
Two out rigger oats have been added to prevent rolling over,
they are attached to the aluminium tray used to hold a buoy and
chain. The tray complete with outriggers can be removed (two
screws) and the hull can be used as a tug complete with towing
hook
There are now a pair new of slow speed 700 motors installed
with Electronize speed controllers. Each ESC and motor are
protected with 16 Amp overload trips which can be reset rather
than looking for the spare fuse that is never at hand
Twin 60mm propellers in xed Kort nozzles, steering with two
rudders each mounted behind their respective Kort nozzle.
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Steering isn’t particularly good at low speed but the propellers
are on separate channels, by pushing ahead on one prop and
reverse on the other the boat spins in its own length
Please have ago and practice as this may save launching the
rescue dinghy if your model has an “Off day
This boat will be in the storage unit requiring only the radio
transmitter to be turned on, ensure the throttle sticks are in mid
position (When the ESCs are powered up neutral will be at
whatever position the throttle sticks are in) aerial extended and
positive lead to be connected. Quick check that all is working
Left stick moved forwards/back controls the left hand/port motor
forward/reverse
Right stick forwards/back controls the right hand/Starboard
motor forward/reverse

Eight new choir robes are currently
needed due to the addition of
several new members and to the
deterioration of some older ones
Please place your donation in the
envelope along with the deceased
person you want remembered
The church will host an evening of
ne dining, super entertainment
and gracious hostility.
Pot-luck supper Sunday at 5:00 PM
- prayer and medication to follow
The ladies of the Church have cast
off clothing of every kind. They may
be seen in the basement on Friday
afternoon.
This evening at 7 PM there will be a
hymn singing in the park across
from the Church. Bring a blanket
and come prepared to sin.
The pastor would appreciate it if the
ladies of the Congregation would
lend him their electric girdles for the
pancake breakfast next Sunday.
Low Self Esteem Support Group
will meet Thursday at 7 PM .
Please use the back door.
The eighth-graders will be
presenting Shakespeare's Hamlet
in the Church basement Friday at 7
PM .. The congregation is invited to
attend this tragedy
Weight Watchers will meet at 7 PM
at the First Presbyterian Church.
Please use large double door at the
side entrance.
And this one just about sums them
all up
The Associate Minister unveiled the
church's new campaign slogan last
Sunday:
'I Upped My Pledge - Up Yours.

Right stick moved left/right controls the rudders
Ton
Yachting March 2021 by John Price
On a visit to Hi5 early in March, it was good to see that our
equipment had survived the winter. The pontoon was where we
had left it and the store was in good shape. Even the rescue
boat was undisturbed
Two intrepid sailors had a very pleasant day there with no
problems. They reported that the water was clear with no debris
It would appear that the only job that needs doing is to trim the
fringe of the willow trees so that there is an unobstructed view of
the lake from the sailing area
It looks as if we will be able to resume sailing with up to 6
socially distanced matelots from the 29th of March. This is not
much of a restriction as we seldom get more than 6 sailors there
anyway
The rst yachting event is likely to be on the 4th of April. Th
morning is for checking out Fiestas, Victorias and DF65s and
trying different courses. We may also have some practice races
The afternoon is for HANDICAP yachts. That means any yacht
can take part. The activities will be similar to the morning
Get your boats ready and prepare to launch into the new season
with gusto!
John Pric
Saga Sailin
Weekly meetings start on Wednesday April 7th under Covid 19
restrictions. If nothing changes the rule of six and social
distancing will be necessary. I will not be available to lead the
group from April 6th to the 24th but activities will continue without
me
Been thinking about the last year of lockdown, all the ups and
downs, the problems we’ve got over, and how we coped.
Hopefully there is now light at the end of the tunnel, so I thought
I’d share a light hearted point of view of it all….hoping it gives
you a little smile
I’m probably not the only one who had to resort to cutting my
hair at home….I’m fortunate to still have some, but it got to the
point where it really needed tidying up, so I asked the wife to trim
it, which she did. It soon grew again, so one afternoon I said to

.
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her: “Can you cut my hair so that it’s all different lengths round
the front and back, with a spiky bit on top, and bald patches
here, there, and there”. The wife responded “Oh, I don’t think I
can do that”! “Why not, I said, you did it last time you cut my
hair!
Don’t know about you, but one of the main gripes I had was the
lack of toilet paper during the rst lockdown. It was getting very
close to the wire, in terms of our household stock, but the Co-Op
came good, and bailed us out, thank goodness! I was so excited
to nally get my hands on some, the wife had a go at me,
saying:”how many men does it take to change a roll of toilet
paper?........Nobody knows, it’s never happened”
On the news I keep hearing about how so many of us have put
weight on, during lockdown, and there’s so many articles about
this diet, and that diet, it’s driving me mad….it got so bad, I went
and discussed it with my GP. He asked me how much I’d put on,
so I told him, and explained how unhappy it was making me feel,
as it looked awful. I said: “How can I lose 12 pounds of ugly
fat?”, to which he replied: “Cut your head off”! I tried all
sorts….one day I was standing on the bathroom scales,
desperately holding my stomach in. The wife came in, and
thinking I was trying to reduce my weight, snapped: “I don’t think
that’s going to make any difference”. “It does”, I said, “It’s the
only way I can read the numbers”. I nally gave up, and went on
a whisky diet…..good news, I’ve lost three days already”
Of course, we’ve all been trying to keep ourselves busy, and not
being able to do much boating, I decided to embark on a model
galleon. Unfortunately for me, the plans came in three parts,

bow, centre and stern. In my untidy state I lost the plans for the
bow and stern….having proceeded with the centre section….
can anyone help
On a more serious note, with no hope of nishing the galleon, I
would like to donate the said completed middle section, as an
annual trophy to be awarded to members, for the best un nished
project. “Her indoors” always has referred to me as “Mr 90%”!
This time I’ve exceeded her expectations
Alan
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